CASE

How small adjustments
can result in major
improvements
76% instead of 50% reduction of the average
number of obstacles per hour

Port terminals use Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) to transport containers
between the quay cranes and the stack. Because the AGVs are used in a limited
area, traffic often crosses, frequently leading to unwanted stops. This has a serious
impact on the traffic flow, planning and fuel consumption. Gert-Jan van der Wielen,
technical consultant at ICT Netherlands, has succeeded in reducing the average
number of unplanned stops by AGVs (AGV obstacles) per hour by no less than 76%.
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Analysing data is very
important work,
as it creates the baseline
for improvements.
GERT-JAN VAN DER WIELEN,
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT AT ICT

Cause and effect
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